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shop talk Rivet Cutting Gauge KEN WHITE, EAA 660371



S



ometimes you need to cut a solid rivet to a certain length for your application. There are several tools on the market for this purpose. First you determine what length your rivet should be. You set the locator blades on the rivet cutter to hold the rivet in the proper location, and then you squeeze the handles together to cut the rivet. Nothing could be simpler— except for the fact that I don’t think I’ve ever cut the rivet the right length on the first try. Here is a tool you can make that will take the guesswork out of rivet cutting and speed things up in the process. Have you ever noticed that the plunger on a Cleco fastener is snug in the housing but is loose when you have it in use holding airframe parts together? It’s that way because the plunger has receded in the housing by the approximate amount of the grip length of the rivet. You can verify this by measuring the extension length of a plunger with dial calipers and then measuring it again after you have placed the Cleco in use. Subtracting the
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latter from the former will show the Cleco is “measuring” the grip length of the rivet you will need. Clecos were not meant to be measuring devices, so there is a variation from one Cleco to the next, which I will address later. All this time you had hundreds of rivet grip length gauges in your shop and you didn’t even know it! A gauge by itself won’t do you much good unless you have a way to quickly transfer the measurement to the rivet cutter, which is where the next part of the tool comes in. What we want is a tool that transfers the required grip length from the gauge directly to the rivet cutter. Of course this tool also must add in a length that represents 1.5 times the rivet diameter so that we have the required extension for forming the shop head. Grip length + (1.5 x rivet diameter) = rivet cut length. You can make one from a scrap of 5/8-inch OD (outside diameter) by 0.120 wall 4130 steel tubing. Fabricate it as shown so that the 3/8-inch diameter rod in the center is free to slide into position to transfer the required rivet



length. Drill and tap the tube for a small thumbscrew to lock the 3/8inch rod in position. You will need a different center rod for each diameter rivet that you want to cut. I made a center rod for 3/32-inch rivets and one for 1/8-inch rivets, for example. If you cut flat-head rivets, you will need to make an additional center rod for each size rivet diameter. You can use the dimensions shown as a reference, but Clecos vary enough that you will need to tune the length of the center rod so that it compensates for the particular Cleco that you select to be your rivet gauge Cleco. Start out making your center rods a little long so you can remove material as required until you achieve the accuracy you want. Be sure to label the Cleco so that you always use only this Cleco for a gauge. To use the tool, place your gauge Cleco in the work you are cutting rivets for and place the rivet gauge
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(tube with center rod in it) on top of it. Be sure to loosen the thumbscrew so that the center rod can float. Tighten the thumbscrew to lock the center rod in place and remove the rivet gauge. You can now place a rivet to be cut in the rivet gauge and place them together into your rivet cutter. You can use the back side of the rivet cutter, or you can swing the locator fingers out of the way and place it on that side. To tune the center rods, just make up the parts and cut a rivet. Measure the rivet to see how much you need to cut off your center rod to make it accurate. For example, using your marked gauge Cleco, fasten two pieces of 0.032-inch-thick aluminum together. This gives you a rivet grip length of 0.064 inch to which you would add 1.5 times the diameter of the rivet. Let’s say we are making a center rod for a 1/8-inch rivet: 1.5 x 0.125 = 0.188, to which we would add the grip length above of 0.064,
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which gives us 0.252. Just remove metal from the end of the center rod until the cut rivet measures 0.252 and you are done sneaking up on cut rivet lengths forever. The tool is now ready to cut any length 1/8-inch diameter rivet you need and will never need tuning again. One of the nice things about this tool is that you can cut as many rivets as you need without wondering if the correct number of locating fingers is still in place. Another nice feature is that you have the exact length required, as opposed to using the locating fingers, which are in 0.032-inch increments. It may not seem like much, but 0.032-inch increments means that you can only get to within about 20 percent of the actual length you need. I don’t know about you, but I would like to have the components in my airplane much closer than 20 percent to the specification, especially the components holding other components together! The Aircraft Spruce part number for the 5/8 by 0.120 4130 steel tube is 03-04100, and the part costs about $4.80 per foot. The 3/8 rod is part number 03-20500 and costs $1.30 per foot. You can craft the tool with hand tools, but access to a milling machine would be nice.



Ken White is chief mechanical engineer for Noah Industries. He owns a Beechcraft Skipper and is building a Mustang II. EAA Sport Aviation
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shop talk Wiring Help 

price anywhere from about $20 to $30. The alligator clips are Radio Shack part number 270-. 356. They have red and black vinyl coverings. I used No. 14 lamp ...
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Shop Talk: Magnetic Duplicator 

Circulation (By Mail and Outside the Mail): 1. Mailed Outside-. County Paid Subscriptions Stated on PS Form 3541 (Include paid distribution above nominal rate, ...
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shop talk Wiring Help 

A flip of the switch turns the system on and off or reverses the current. Having wired one airplane without this, I will tell you that it is well worth the time and money.
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shop talk Bits and Pieces 

Finishing Tape Timesaver. As I was covering my RANS S-7 using the Poly-Fiber system, I found that by using a drawing compass I could save a lot of time laying ...
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Shop Talk: Getting a Jump 

This project will show how to fabricate a standard three-terminal auxiliary aircraft battery .... lief cover must slide over the counter bored screw heads in the plug ...
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Rivet gun notes.pdf - Size 

A rivet gun, a bucking bar and a rivet set. To drive (set/upset) a solid rivet after it has been ... the rivet to swell, filling its hole tightly. Then, as the .... have a cup-like depression that con- forms to and ... and in- stall any kind of rivet
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Shop Talk: Angle of Attack Indicator - AeroElectric Connection 

mount the vane assembly and routing the connecting cable through ... (small hole holds Hall sensor). Board with ... span position (bottom green display element ...
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OUI Talk | OUI Talk 

Europ assistance logo b2472535baac4ecab623a44ecf4ffefd5d576c8b004e3dc2f3b2689d0db58799 Railteam logo 2b19df5dd569db4440d606c28777d025afeb2b3d9f0dbc2175a2e81d569b8ca3. SUIVEZ NOUS ! NOS APPLIS MOBILES. App 66fa6a347863322f4ca1a1a79c39330f86e03f2b4e074
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OUI Talk | OUI Talk 

OUI Talk est la plateforme communautaire et participative de la marque OUI.sncf. Retrouvez toutes nos derniÃ¨res actualitÃ©s ainsi que tous les projets que nous.
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Shop Talk: Angle of Attack Indicator - AeroElectric Connection 

ring carrier for the Hall sensor and pivot bearing that slides on ... position voltage output from the Hall sensor versus angle ... Note: In ground calibration you will.
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OUI Talk | OUI Talk 

OUI Talk est la plateforme communautaire et participative de la marque OUI.sncf. Retrouvez toutes nos derniÃ¨res actualitÃ©s ainsi que tous les projets que nous.
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temperature gauge 

19. SWITCHES/HORN/FUEL UNIT/THERMOSTATIC SWITCH. /TEMPERATURE GAUGE/INSTRUMENTS/LIGHTS. 19-0. Bet & Win 125/150. 19 ...
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Higher Spin Gauge Theories 

geneous algebras with applications to the cubic Yang-Mills algebra. ... from the Yang-Mills equations and are defined as the unital associative |C-algebras.
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Cutting (1988) 

of State for War Kitchener ("Your country needs you"), copied many times .... graphic plate, it also determines the size of the film on which an image can be ...
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AC 20-66A - Rivet Bangers 

Sep 17, 2001 - AC 20-66, Vibration Evaluation of Airplane Propellers, dated 1/29/70, ..... be related to other locations based on previous analysis or test data.
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Building Basics: Driven to Rivet 

double shear connection would give. Figure 1. P. ,->. twice the shear strength to the joint as the single shear connection. Bearing strength refers to the same.
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EGT TROUBLESHOOTING - Falcon Gauge 

Make certain all connectors are clean and secure. 2. Reverse connections ... Cool or heat the probe to a known temperature and check the resistance. Degree F.
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Turn Coordinator - Falcon Gauge 

Than1.5A. -. Operating Current is not more. Than 0.35A. 0. Operating Range 2min. Turn. 0 Weight 0.47Kg (16.55 ozs.) WUL TRAD, INC. 950 Rand Rd. # 119.
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schema gauge oil.psd 

RED - TO IGNITION SWITCH 12V(+). BLACK - BATTERY. ORANGE - OIL PRESS SENSOR. PURPLE - DIMMER/+12 VOLTS TO DIM. CONNECT TO ...
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Directional Gyro - Falcon Gauge 

normally operates between 20,000 to 24,000 rpm and takes 10 or more minutes to run down. If a gyro is removed ... 950 Rand Rd. #119. Wauconda, Ä°L 60084.
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Gauge Standard Page 100 

0.29. Diameter in mm. BWG. 1.07. 0.89. 0.81. 0.71. 0.64. 0.56. 0.51. 0.46. 0.41. 0.35. 0.33. Number #. 30. 31. 32. 33. 34. 35. 36. 37. 38. 39. SWG. 0.30. 0.29. 0.27.
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lambda talk 

3) Functions are created with lambda and named with def: {def SMART_ADD ... These examples use the "+" Math operator, the "b" HTML/CSS .... special form {def word expression}, with which we will populate the ...... Notes/06%20Lisp.pdf.
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Cutting (1988) 

objects can be said to rotate, following a mobile viewer. Goldstein ..... 160. VIEWING ANGLE. Figure 3. Predicted and observed slants of lines passing through.
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8 Gauge Field Theories .fr 

so that, while remaining exact in the underlying field equations, the gauge symmetries are not realized in physical states. This spontaneous ... subscript, such as in UQ(1), to emphasize its association with a conserved quantum ..... eters: the quark
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